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SCRGI’s Change of Year End Date 

 

Chicago (IL), June 19, 2014: Southern Cross Resources Group Inc. (LONDON, GXG 

Main Quote, ISIN: US8426921057 / CUSIP: 842692105 / TICKER: SCRG) today announced 

that it has, in accordance with the laws of its jurisdiction of incorporation, changed its 

accounting reference date from 31 December to 30 June. 

The Company will therefore publish audited accounts for the 18 month period to 30 

June 2014 which, in accordance with the GXG Market Rules, will be announced to the 

market by 30 November 2014. 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

ABOUT Southern Cross Resources Group Inc.  

Southern Cross Resources Group, Inc. (“SCRG”, www.scrgi.co) is an asset 

based trading company with plans to become a globally integrated producer and 

marketer of physical commodities sourced from third party producers and its own 

production. Key commodities will include crude oil, oil products, natural gas, steam 

and metallurgical coal supported by investments in coal mining and oil and natural 

gas production operations, ports, vessels and storage facilities. SCRGI is achieving its 

objectives through strategic acquisitions, joint ventures and organic growth. Among 

the key objectives is the build-up of a trading division with an aggressive trading and 

hedging strategy to maximize yield and minimize risk. The core principle of SCRGI 

from its inception is to produce energy products supported by the ability to 

maximize upside while managing downside. This profit/risk mitigation initiative is 

tantamount to SCRGI’s success. This will be accomplished with a sophisticated and 

experienced trading facility managed by highly successful trading professionals. 

Critical for this strategy is the experience and success of Michael Nasatir (CEO) and 

Andrew Madenberg (President), who have been successful traders both in futures 
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and physical commodities since 1982. SCRGI has achieved an agreement for 

commitments on very large Letters of Credit from a highly rated banking institution 

in the USA. These LC’s will be used for SCRGI’s trade financing programs as well as 

other trades and acquisitions when appropriate. SCRGI is publicly traded on GXG 

Main Quote in London (UK), ISIN: US8426921057 / CUSIP: 842692105 / TICKER: 

SCRG. CONTACT: Andrew Madenberg (+1 847 432 4388 / amadenberg@scrgi.co) 


